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A N T E m A  SYSTEM USING PARASITIC E L E m N T S  
AND TWO DRIVEN ELEMENTS AT 90" ANGLE 
FED 180" OUT OF PHASE 
Rolland R. Ford, DisQsld Heights, Md., assignor to  5 

the United States of America as represented by the 

with a view to providing an optimum antenna system for 
the NASA Atmospheric Structure Satellite (S-6). The 
satellite is a pressurized 35-inch sphere of stainless steel, 
which has a spinning motion in orbit; its tracking fre- 
quency is 136 mc. linearly polarized, and its telemetry 
and command frequencies are respectively 136 and 120 

Administrator of the National ~eronaat ics-  and mc. cross-linearly polarized.  he-antenna investigations 
Space Adminlstra~on were conducted on a scaled down model (6.5 inches in 

Filed July 12, 1862, 8es. No. 209,478 diameter, or about 1:5.3) of the satellite, with a propor- 
7 Claim. (C1. 343-705) 10 tionately increased frequency of 720 mc. 

(Granted ander TiBe 35, U.S. Code (P952), see. 266) An investigation was conducted on an antenna system 
The invention described herein may be manufactured mounted on a metallic satellite like the one shown in 

and used by or for the Government of the United States FIG. 1. The four quarter wavelength monopole elements 
of America for governmental purposes without the pay- were mounted on the equator (a  circumference) of the 
ment of any royalties thereon or therefor. 15 model. The four monopole elements were spaced 90" 

The present invention relates generally to  improved an- apart physically, and phased 90" apart electrically. Equa- 
tenna systems, and more particularly to  antenna systems torial plane Patterns were measured at 720 mc. for both 
with improved omnidirectional radiation characteristics linear feed (horizontal dipole) and circular feed. Linear 
for use on satellites. feed and circular feed mean that the monopole elements 

A problem usually encountered with a satellite com- 20 are fed so that the electromagnetic waves emitted by them 
munication system is the orientation of the satellite an- are linearly polarized and circularly polarized, respec- 
tenna system with respect to the antenna system of the tively. These patterns are shown in FIG. 2. The dashed 
ground station. This problem arises because antennas line pattern was measured with linear feed. The maxi- 
generally have directional radiation characteristics and be- mum null depth of this Pattern, compared to the maxi- 
cause the orientation of the satellite with respect to Earth 25 mum pattern lobe, was 18 db. The solid line pattern was 
is either unknown or continuously changing. measured with a circular feed source, and showed a maxi- 

A partial solution to this problem has been the use of mum null depth of 14.5 db. 
monopo!e antenna elements attached to the outer surface Another investigation was conducted on an antenna sys- 
of the satellite. FlLG. 1 shows an antenna system which tem mounted on the model simulating a metallic satellite. 
has been used on previously launched satellites. It  con- 30 In  this investigation four quarter wavelength monopole 
sists of four monopole antenna elements insulatedly at- elements were mounted on the equator of the model and 
tached in a common plane to the outer surface of the spaced 90" apart physically. Two adjacent monopole 
metallic satellite. The four monopole antenna elements elements were fed 180" out of phase with a 720 mc. 
are spaced 90" apart physically, and fed in phase quad- source. The other two monopole elements were con- 
rature electrically. The radiation pattern of this antenna 35 nected to a 50-ohm floating load resistor. Equatorial 
system has four lobes with appreciable nulls in the plane plane patterns were measured for both linear and circular 
of the four monopole antenna elements. In future satel- feeds. The maximum null depth for the linear feed was 
lite applications, it is important that these nulls be reduced 6 db and the maximum null depth for the circular feed 
as much as possible. was 6.3 db. A polar plane pattern was measured for a 

The general purpose of the present invention is to pro- 40 circular feed and was found to have oaly a 4 db null 
vide an antenna system for general use and for use on depth. This pattern was confirmed by recording a hori- 
satellites, which embraces all the advantages of similarly zontal dipole pattern and a vertical dipole pattern. The 
employed antennas and which has lesser antenna pattern Vector sum of the horizontal and vertical components gave 
nuiis than previously used antcnna systems. In a pre- a pattern with less than 3 db. nulls, when compared to the 
ferred embodiment of the invention, four monopole ele- 45 isotropic radiator reference level. 
ments, each of which is approximately one-quarter wave- The results of these investigations conclusively show 
length of the transmitting frequency in physical length, that monopole antenna elements mounted on a metallic 
are insulatedly attached to the outer surface of a metallic satellite afford better on~nidirectional antenna coverage if 
satellite. The four monopole elements are located in a a number of the monopole elements are connected as par- 
common plane and are spaced 90" apart physically. Two 50 asitic elements. 
adjacent monopole elements are active elements which An object of the invention is to utilize parasitic antenna 
are fed 180" out of phase electrically. The remaining e!ements to  improve the omnidirectional coverage of an 
two monopole elements are parasitic elements which are antenna system. 
interconnected to a load impedance for single frequency A further object of the invention is to provide a multi- 
operation. Dual frequency operation may be achieved by 55 frequency antenna system. 
replacing the load impedance with either a transmitter or A still further object of the invention is to improve the 
receiver operating at a second frequency. In this case, omnidirectional coverage of an antenna system for satel- 
each fed or active pair of monopole elements will use the lite application. 
other pair of monopole elements as parasitic elements. Other objects and a fuller understanding of the inven- 

In another embodiment of the invention, six monopole 60 tion may be had by referring to the following description 
elements are insulatedly attached to the outer surface of and claims, taken in conjunction with the accompanying 
a metallic satellite: four are located in a common plane drawings, in which: 
(on the equator of the satellite) and spaced 90" apart FIG. 1 shows a prior art antenna mounted on a metallic 
physically, and the other two are located at the two poles satellite, in which one embodiment of this invention is in- 
of the satellite. The six monopole elements are fed in G5 corporated; 
pairs which allows transmission or reception at three dif- FIG. 2 shows equatorial plane antenna patterns for a 
ferent frequencies. The two monopole elements of each prior art antenna system incorporated in the prior art an- 
pair are adjacent to  each other and are fed 180" out of tenna shown in FIG. 1; 
phase. At each frequency, two monopole elements are FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional view of FIG. 1 incorporat- 
fed, and the other four monopole elements are parasitic 70 ing one embodiment of this invention; 
elements. FIG. 4 shows six monopole antenna elements insulat- 

The invention is the result of investigations performed edly attached ot the metallic outer surface of a satellite in 
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er embodiment of this invention is incorpo- of the plane containing monopole antenna elements 21, 

rated; and 22, 23 and 24; FIG. 5b is a cross-sectional view of the 
FIGS. 5a, 56, and 5c sho1nrs three mutually perpendicu- plane containing monopole ahtenna elements 22, 24, 25 

lar cross-sectional views of FIG. 4 as indicated by section and 26; and FIG. 5c is a cross-sectional view of the plane 
lines 5a-5n-, 56-56, and 5c-5c. 6 containing monopo!e antenna elements 21, 23, 25 and 26. 

With reference to FIG. 3 of the drawings, one cmbodi- As illustrated in FIG. 5 4  four monopole antenna ele- 
ment of the invention is illustrated as being incorporated ments (21, 22, 23 and 24) are insulatedly attached, in the 
in a metallic spherical satellite indicated generally by the same plane 90" apart, to the outer surface of satellite 
reference character 10. FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional view 20. Monopole antenna elements 2B and 22 are fed by a 
of FIG. 1 through the plane containing the four mono- 10 transmitter 27 through a coaxial cable 28. The outer 
pole antenna eleme~ts  11, 12, 13 and 84. As illustrated, conductor of cable 28 is connected to the metallic shell 
the four monopole antenna elements are insulatedly at- of satellite 2@ and the inner conductor of cable 28 is con- 
tached, in the same plane 91)' apart, to the outer surface nected to antenna elements 21 and 22. The trnnsmitter 
of the satellite; and they are each one quarter of a wave- 27 feeds cable 28 at a point one quarter of a wavelength 
length of the operating frequency of a transmitter 15 in 15 of the transmitter operating frequency from antenna 22 
physical length. Monopole antenna elements 11 and 14 and three quarters of a wavelength of this operating fre- 
are fed by transmitter 15 through a coaxial cable 15. quency from antenna 21. Antenna elements 21 and 22 
The outer conductor of cable 16 is connected to the me- each have a physical length equal to one quarter of a 
tallic shell of satellite 10 and the inner conductor of cable wavelength of the operating frequency of transmitter 27. 
16 is connected to antenna elements 11 and 14. Trans- 20 As illustrated in FIG. 5b, four monopole antenna ele- 
nmitter 15 feeds cable 16 at a point one quarter of a wave- ments (24, 25, 22 and 26) are msulated!y attached, in the 
length from antenna element 11 and three quarters of a same plane 90" apart, to the onter surface of satellite 20. 
wavelength from antenna element 14. Consequently, the Monopole antenna elements 21 and 25 are fed by a trans- 
signals fed to anterna elements 113. and 14 are 180" out mitter 29 through a coaxial cable 50. The outer conduc- 
of phase. That is, if antenna element 11 is fed at some 25 tor of cable 3@ is connected to the nmetallic shell of the 
phase angle o then antenna element 14 is fed at a phase satellite 20, and the inner conductor of cable 3Q is con- 
angle of 0-190". nectcd to antenna elements 24 and 25. The transmitter 

Antenna elements 12 and 13 are connected to a float- 29 feeds cable 38 at a point one quarter of a wavelength 
ing resistor 17 through a coaxial cable 18. The outer of the traasmilter operating frequency from antenna ele- 
conductor of cable 18 is connected to the shell of satellite 30 ment 25 and three quarters of a wavelength of this fre- 
10, and the inner conductor of cable 18 is connected to quency from antenna element 24. Antenna elements 24 
antenna elements 62 and 13. Resistor 17 is connected to and 25 each have a physical length equal to one quarter 
cable 18 at a point t h e e  quarters of a wavelength from of a wavelength of the operating frequency of trmsmit- 
antenna element 12, and one quarter of a wavelength ter 29. 
from antenna element 13. The lengths of cable 18 from 35 As illustrated in FIG. 5c, four monopole antenna ele- 
antenna elements 12 and 13 to the point where the con- ments (21, 25, 23, and 26) are insulatedly attached, in 
nection is made to resistor 13 are not critical and can be the same plane 90" apart, to the outer surface of satellite 
different than shown. For instance, the length of cable 20. Monopole antenna elements 23 and 26 are fed by a 
18 from antenna element 12 to the connection can be transmitter 31 through a coaxial cable 32. The outer 
one half of a wavelength, and the length of the cable 18 40 conductor of cable 32 is connected to  the metallic shell of 
from antenna element 13 to the connection can also be satellite 2% and the inner conductor of cable 32 is con- 
one half of a wavelength. I t  is only necessary that the nected to antenna elements 23 and 26. The transmitter 
differences of the two distances be zero or some multiple 31 feeds cable 32 at a point one quarter of a wavelength 
of one half of a wavelength. The floating resistor 17 is of the transmitter operating frequency from antenna ele- 
connected to cable 18 to simulate equipment (transmitter 45 ment 26, and three quarters of a wavelength of this fre- 
or receiver) which might be connected to  the antenna quency from antenna element 23. Antenna elements 23 
elements. The value of resistor 17 is not critical. and 26 each have a physical length equal to one quarter 

In  the operation of the embodiment of the invention of a wavelength of the operating frequency of trans- 
shown in FIG. 3, signals applied to cable 16 by transmit- mitter 311. 
ter 15 are applied to antenna elements 11 and 14. Be- 50 In the operation of the embodiment of the invention 
cause of the relative lengths of cable 16 from transmitter shown in FIGS. 5n, 5b, and 5c, signals applied to cables 
15 to antenna elements 11 and 14, the signals applied to 28, 30 and 32 by transmitters 27, 29 and 31 are respec- 
antenna elements I1 and 14 are 180" out of phase. An- tively applied to antenna element pairs 21,22; 24,25; and 
tenna elements 12 and 13 are parasitic and improve the 23, 26. The antenna elements of each pair are fed 180' 
omnidirectional coverage of antenna elements 19 and 14. 55 out of phase by their respective transmitters. Transmit- 

It  should be noted that dual frequency operation may ter 27, at its operating frequency, feeds antmna element 
be realized by the embodiment of this invention shown pair 21, 22, and antenna element pairs 24, 25 and 23, 26 
by FIG. 3, if the resistor 17 is replaced by a transmitter are parasitic elements at that frequency. Transmitter 29, 
or receiver operating at a second frequency. If this be at its operating frequency, feeds antenna element pair 
.true, each pair of monopole elements will be fed or active 60 24, 25 and antenna element pairs 21, 22 and 24, 25 are 
at one frequency and will be parasitic at the other fre- parasitic elements at that frequency. Transmitter 31, at 
quency. For this dual frequency operation monopole ele- its operating frequency, feeds antenna element pair 23, 
merits 12 and 13 should be one quarter of a wavelength 26, and antenna element pairs 21, 22 and 24, 25 are para- 
of the second frequency, in length, and monopole ele- sitic elements at that frequency. 
merits 11 and 14 should be one quarter of a wavelength 65 The parasitic actions of the three antenna element 
of the operating frequency of transmitter 15, in length. pairs are optimum when the three operating frequencies 

Wiffi reference to FIGS. 4 and 5 of the drawings, an- are fairly close to each other, preferably within 21195, 
other embodiment of the invention is illustrated wherein due to the resonant characteristics of the antenna elements. 
the spherical satellite is indicated generally by the refer- However, if the three operating frequencies are more 
ence character 28, FIG. 4 shows the metallic spherical 70 than 20% apart, there will still be some parasitic action. 
satellite 20 with six monopole elements 21-26 attached This multifrequcncy embodiment produces a more omni- 
to the surface of the satellite and electrically insulated directional coverage than the single frequency embodi- 
from the satellite with a suitable insulating material. ment of FIG. 3; in addition, it can radiate at  three inde- 
FIG. 5 shows three mutually perpendicular cross-set- pendent frequencies simultaneously. If necessary, tuned 
tional views of FIG. 4; FIG. 5a is a cross-sectional view 75 circuits can be used to Beep each pair of fed antenna ele- 
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ments from feeding in:o the circuits associated with the to one quarter of a wzvdc~~,th of said first frzquency; 
other pairs of antenna elements. This multifrequency means for applying, at said second frequency, signals to 
embodiment has an added advantage in salcllite applica- be radiated 130" out of phase to the two monopole 
tion where balanced weight is important-the circuit antenna eienzcnts whose lengths are equal to one qnartcr 
units feeding each pair of antenna elen~cilts can be spaced 5 of a wavclengih of said second frequency; and means for 
more uniformly within the satellite. applying, at said third frequency, signals to be radiated 

Obviously numerous modifications or variations of the 180" to the two nlonopole antenna elements whose lengths 
present invention are possible in light of the above teach- are equal to one quartcr of a wavelength of said third 
ings. For example, a receiver can be substituted for any frequency whereby two monopole antenna elements are 
transmitter. It is therefore to be understood that within 10 active and four are parasitic for each of said first, second, 
the scope of tlrc appended claims the invcntisn n a y  bc and thkd frequencies. 
practiced otherwise than as specifically described herein. 4. An antenna system for use on an unori~nted satel- 

What is claimed is: Iite comprising: Pour mon~pole antenna elements equal- 
1. An antenna systcm lor use on an unoriented spheri- ly spaced around and rnou~~ted in a common plane, on 

cal metallic satciiife comprising: four monopoie antcnna 15 the outer s~lrface of the satcliiie; mcans far applying 
elements each h a v i ~ ~ g  a physical length equal to one signals to beradiatcd 180" out ol phase to an adjacent 
quarter of a wavelength o l  the operating frequency of the tga of ~b:: four monopole antenna elemcnts; and means 
antenna system; means for insulaiedly attaching the said for B~ading the oi!~er two monopolc antenna elements to 
four monopole antenna elements to the outer surlacc of  form a parasitic antenna eicm5ni pair wbercby tlae omni- 
the satellite in a colnnron plane 90" apart; nleans for 20 directional coverage of the anten~la systcm is improved. 
applying, at tile operating fre:pen:y, signals to be ra&- 5. An antcnna s;stem for u ~ e  on an unorienkd satel- 
ated 180" out of phase to an adjacent two of said [our lite compris:ng: fans monojola antensla elemcnts physi- 
monopolc anlenna elements; and a floating resistor meanls cally S P ~ C C ~  90' apart around t l ~ e  satellite in a com- 
connected Yo the other two of said I*o:?r monopole an'ieEna mon plane; and means for applying signals to be radi- 
elements to form an antenna element pair whereby the 25 atcd ]coo out of phase to an adjacent two of the four 
omnidirectional coverage of the antenna sjrslcm is in3- monopole antc~:na elernen:s, whereby the other adjacent 
groved. two monopole antenna elements form a parasitic antenna 

2. A dual frequency antenna system for use on an un- clcm,-nt pair ~ & ; c h  improves the omnidirectional cover- 
oriented spherical metallic satellite con~prisinz: four age of the antenna systen~. 
monopole antenna elements two of which have a physical 30 g. p, nlu:tifrequency antenna system for use on an 
lcngth equal to one qualtcr of a wavelength of one unoricnied satellite comprising: six monopole antenna 
said dual frequencies and the oiher two 01 which have a elemerts a ~ a c b e d  at difierent points to outer surface 
Physical lenah e ~ a l  to one quarter of a wai7eiengrh of of the satellite; mear,s for applying separate different 
the other oI* said dual fi-eqllencies; means for insulaledl~ frcCil~ency signals to be radiated to each 01 three antenna 
attaching said four monopole antenna elements to the 35 ,leme,t pails formed by adjacent monopole antenna 
outer surface of the salellile in a Common plane 90" ePemernts o1 the sir, antenna elements whereby 
apart with the monopole antcnna elcnlents having eqtial three freTJency signals are simultane- 
lengths adjacent to each other; means for applying, at ously eacll signal being radiated by an active antenna 
one of said dual frequencies, signals to be radiated 180" element pair and by two parasitic antenna pairs 
out of phase to the two monopoie antenna ekments whose 40 to improve the o1nni&rcctional coverage of the antenna 
lengths are equal to one quarter of a wavelength of said sysBm. 
one of said dual frequencies; and means for applying, 7. An antenna system for radiating signals a t  three 
at the other of said dnal frequencies, signals to be radi- digerent frecrJencies simultaneously comprising: 

180" out of phase *iQ the t'xo monopole antenIra ele- pairs of nlon~pote antenlla elements farmed by adjacent 
menb whose lengths are equal One quarler of a wave- monopole antenna elemcnas with the two antenna ele- 
length of said other of said dual frequencies whereby two ments of each pair being approximately etjl'Jal lo one 
monopole antenna elements are active and two are Para- of a wavelength of operating frequency in 
sitic for each of said dual frequencies. length; msans {or applying diEcrent frequency signals 

3. A mu'tifrequency 'ystem for use on an un- 1, each pair of antenna elemen", and for the 
oriented spherical metallic satellite comprising: six mono- lo two monopole antenna elemellis of each 
pole antenna elsmcnts, two of which have a physical pair PBOo out of p?lase whereby each signal is radiated 
length equal to one quarter of a wavelen@h of a first fie- by an active elcment pair and by parasitic 
quency, two of which have a plzysical lcllgth equal to one ar,tcnna elelnent pairs to improve omnidirectional quarter of a waveiengti~ of a second frequency, and two coverage of the system. 
of which have a physical length equal t o  one quarter of a ,,: "" 
wavelength of a-third frequency; means for insulaledly Referemces Cited in the file of this patent 
attaching said six monopole antenna elements at points 
equally spaced around the outer surface of the satellite UNITED STATES PATENTS - - -  
with the monopole antenna elements having equal lengths 2,224,898 Carter ---------------- Dec. 17, 1940 
adjacent to each other; means lor applying, at said first 2,480,132 Clapp ---------------- Aug. 30, 1949 
frequency, signals to be radiated 180" out of phase to ihc 3,063,048 Eehan et al. ----------- Nov. 6, 1962 
two monopole antenna elensenls whose Icngths are equal 




